Abstract-This paper presents a robust and reliable other is the characteristic-based method. Image-based methods block-based method for vanishing line and vanishing point depend on the relation between object's position and detection. The proposed method provides assistance in characteristics in an image. For instance, a VP is assumed to locate construction of a depth map, which is a necessity of 3D scenes.
Introduction object distribution, lack of objects components in an image.
Another kind is the characteristic-based method [4] [5] that In nowadays, the 3D image processing has become a trend in mostly depends on the mathematic model analysis such as the related visual processing field. However, for a two dimension probability distribution analysis model or geometric mapping (2D) to three dimension (3D) conversion, depth map is analysis model. With correct mathematic modeling, it describes constructed by estimating relative depth for each pixel, and thus the position formulas of a vanishing point. However, there exist an assigned value for each point in a depth map. In a 3D characteristic-based methods usually need complicated video generation flow, depth map plays an important role, such as mathematic calculation approximation steps with tedious work. the second step in Fig. 1 . The depth map gives the audience stereo A novel block-based vanishing line and vanishing point vision by the third step -Stereo video from depth, such as "Depth detection algorithm is proposed in this paper. The proposed Image Based Rendering [1] ." method will be described in the section 2. And the experiment results will be shown in the section 3. Finally, section 4 gives the Sk"3D) The proposed method is presented with multiple stages through The total energy of a "mass-type" edge segment is higher than the flow chart shown in Fig. 2 which contains procedures that of a "line-type" edge segment, so a threshold value is set up to including edge detection, energy filter, block object finding, make a judgment if an edge segment should be eliminated or not. object combination and selection, dominant vanishing lines
The pseudo code of an energy filter is proved in the following acquisition and VP detection. Most importantly, our method is a codes: block-based algorithm rather than the pixel-based algorithms which are not as efficient and faster as the former. Our goal is to / /Energy filter eliminate the disadvantages of the image-based methods and for (filter window traversed in the image) characteristic-based ones, and construct a more robust approach.
set I(x,y) 
Object combination and selection
A VL passes through considerable amount of edge segments of Big block object objects in an image and carries essential information of an image Fig. 4 The object combination scheme of two regression lines structure. With the goal for determining the VLs, the SBOs whose characteristics are similar and correlative are combined into a After repeating the object combination process for all SBOs, "great block object"(GBO). Some constraints for the combination the counts that each block object passes through the combination 
Vanishing point detection
Finally, a VP is obtained by calculating the intersection point of each vanishing line pair. If the intersectional points are not all located at the same point, we then defined a subset as a vanishing region whose range covers all these intersection points. Surely, if the intersection points are precisely consistent in position, the meeting point is certainly a VP.
However, a VP usually appears on the extended line of edge rather than on the edge itself. Furthermore, a true vanishing point is acquired from at least two vanishing lines and they are line transformation from two originally parallel lines of actual scenes.
References
These constraints are in the help of refining the correct vanishing Fig. 5 outdoor sequence-(a) ft frame;(b)275th frame method is feasible for a particular image sequence without prior temporal information and guarantees that dominant vanishing lines are detected correctly with high probability and accuracy. The proposed block-based algorithm which still holds the regular block data flow feature is much faster, simpler and efficient. The feature makes the design suitable for VLSI implementation and vector acceleration hardware computing. Finally, the observation directly through the sequence from human view points is consistent with the experiment results. As for the 2D-to-3D conversion procedure, the proposed vanishing line and point (a) (b) detection gives great help for the overall scene knowledge, and the F conversion proceeds more easily.
